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 A cyber-physical system (CPS) is a combination of physical components 

with computational elements to interact with the physical world.  

The integration of these two systems has led to an increase in security 
concerns. Traditional encryption algorithms designed for general-purpose 

computing environments may not adequately address the distinct challenges 

of CPS, such as limited processing power, delay, and resource-constrained 

hardware. Therefore, there is a pressing need to develop an encryption 
algorithm that is optimized for CPS security without compromising the 

critical real-time aspects of these systems. This research has designed a 

modified encryption technique named the advanced encryption standard in 

galois counter mode with nonce and rivest-shamir-adleman algorithm 
(AESGNRSA). A smart medical system is designed to monitor the health of 

remotely located patients. The AESGNRSA algorithm is applied to the three 

servers of this system. The data of 1.5 lakh patients is fed to this system to 

verify the effectiveness of the AESGNRSA algorithm. The performance 
parameters like encryption and decryption time, encryption and decryption 

throughput, and encrypted file size are calculated for the AESGNRSA 

algorithm. The comparative analysis proved that AESGNRSA has the 

highest performance as compared to other algorithms and it can protect CPS 
against many cyber-attacks. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are used to manage many public and private businesses such as smart 

healthcare systems, smart manufacturing systems, transportation management, national security and defense, 

and secure energy supply systems [1], [2]. CPS has a connection between cyber and the physical world which 

increases the risk of cyber-attacks [3]. CPS has fulfilled the production requirement in industry 4.0 which 

leads to improved effectiveness and efficiency of the entire industry [4]. To protect the confidentiality and 

integrity of IoT devices lightweight cryptographic (LWC) algorithms can be used [5]. However, the limited 

power sources, memory, capacity, and small physical area of LWC make it unsuitable to use for the security 

of CPS [6]. This paper explains the need for media access control (MAC) layer security in CPS. It focuses on 

denial-of-service attacks (DoS), brute force attacks, replay attacks, and man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks. 

This paper has developed an advanced encryption standard in galois counter mode with nonce and rivest 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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shamir adleman algorithm (AESGNRSA) algorithm to protect CPS against major cyber-attacks on the  

MAC layer. 

Rural areas are affected by inefficient medical facilities. Hence, accurate and timely disease 

diagnosis is missing. It leads to an increase in mortality in patients located in villages. To overcome this issue 

timely monitoring and diagnosis of the patient’s health in rural areas is essential. This leads to the need for a 

smart health monitoring system that monitors the health of remotely located patients using sensors connected 

to the beds placed in health care centers [7]. This system can send a notification to a doctor in case of any 

emergency health issues of patients and in case of any cyber-attack detection on any server of CPS. It can 

also protect patient data during machine-to-machine communication between different servers and smart 

health monitoring systems. The AEGNRSA algorithm is developed and implemented to protect CPS data 

against cyber-attacks. 

Problem definition: the integration of cyber and physical components in CPS introduces 

vulnerabilities that can be exploited by malicious actors, potentially leading to disruptions, safety hazards, 

and privacy breaches. Traditional encryption algorithms designed for general-purpose computing 

environments may not adequately address the distinct challenges of CPS, such as limited processing power, 

delay, and resource-constrained hardware. Therefore, there is a pressing need to develop an encryption 

algorithm that is optimized for CPS security without compromising the critical real-time aspects of  

these systems. 

Literature survey: many researchers have used hybrid cryptographic algorithms with the 

amalgamation of both symmetric and asymmetric algorithms. Reza et al. [8] use lightweight encryption 

algorithms (LWCs) to secure the smart grid against cyber-attacks by the ChaCha20 data encryption method. 

It uses chaos-based key generation and a public key-based authentication scheme. LWCs have limited 

computing power which reduces the speed of encryption and prone to various cyber-attacks. Also, LWCs 

lack standardization and support. Hence, the use of standard encryption algorithms like advanced encryption 

standard (AES), and Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman (RSA) is a better choice for CPS security. 

Alslman et al. [9] cipher block chaining mode of the AES is used to increase the security and 

integrity of data and also to mitigate bit-flipping attacks. In the case of CPS security many servers and 

components are interconnected. The data transmission by AES alone causes a key management attack. 

Hence, the symmetric algorithm should be used to increase the speed of encryption and the asymmetric 

algorithm should be used to avoid the key management issue by symmetric algorithm. A combination of 

symmetric and asymmetric algorithms is a better choice to secure CPS. 

Verma et al. [10] AES-DES-RSA is used to perform data encryption. This research splits the data 

into three parts. The first part is encrypted by AES, the second part is encrypted by data encryption standard 

(DES), and the third part is encrypted by RSA. This process makes the encryption bulky and slow. It can be 

susceptible to caesar’s attack. Hence, a faster version of the hybrid algorithm is required. 

Kumar et al. [11] paper shows the process which encrypts the image using AES. The AES key is 

encrypted by the RSA public key. The RSA private key is used to decrypt the AES key at the receiver.  

This method only applies to medical images. The replay attack and data authentication are not considered in 

this research. 

Harba [12] paper uses AES to encrypt the data, RSA to encrypt the key generated by AES, and 

hash-based message authentication code (HMAC). HMAC makes this process slow and inefficient.  

The comparative analysis of the proposed algorithm with similar methods is missing. 

Zou et al. [13] paper performs data encryption using AES to generate ciphertext1. This ciphertext1 

and AES key are again encrypted using the RSA public key to generate ciphertext2. This method is 

susceptible to replay attacks during file encryption, and data tampering and forgery when the double key  

is cracked. 

Patil and Joshi [14] hybrid technique of RSA and AES is used, to make the system more secure.  

The RSA algorithm is used to communicate with the receiver through the session key, and the AES algorithm 

is used to encrypt this session key which makes the key. The use of RSA for data encryption makes the 

process slow. AES should be used to encrypt the data and RSA should encrypt the AES key. 

Pamungkas [15] encrypts large data by AES and the AES key is encrypted by the RSA. It uses Java 

to secure rest API. Jintcharadze and Iavich [16] show the implementation of hybrid cryptosystems 

Twofish+RSA, AES+RSA, and AES+ElGamal implemented and compared. The proposed hybrid models can 

be analyzed by entropy index in the future. Pamungkas [15] and Jintcharadze and Iavich [16] Java-based 

implementation increases the lag in system response. Patil and Joshi [14] show that the proposed hybrid 

algorithm AES+RSA is significantly secure. 

Siregar [17] the digital file in JPG format is encrypted by AES. The AES key is encrypted by RSA. 

Secrecy, data integrity, authentication, and non-repudiation achieved. This research is only limited to the 

encryption of images in JPG format. Other digital files need to be encrypted by this method. This hybrid 
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cryptosystem [18] based on AES and RSA can effectively enhance the security and efficiency of data 

transmission. The replay attack consideration is missing. 

Analyzing the results [19] shows that the use of RSA, AES, and SHA-3 can protect message privacy 

among smart objects. It is the best solution, in terms of costs and security. The computing or processing of 

this algorithm needs to be improved. Liu et al. [20] have implemented AES-RSA hybrid encryption for 

secure email communication using Java language. A comparative analysis of hybrid encryption with other 

similar existing algorithms is missing. 

The impact of MAC layer attacks on CPS: in a DoS attack [21] the attacker sends a huge number of 

malicious packets to CPS. MAC layer denies service to legitimate users. It disturbs CPS communication and 

causes delays or failure in critical CPS processes. In a MAC spoofing attack [22] the attackers spoof MAC 

addresses and mimic themselves as a genuine device. He gains unlawful access to CPS. It can alter data, or 

launch other cyber-attacks such as MITM. In a jamming attack [23] the attacker sends continuous packets to 

the MAC layer. It creates congestion in CPS device communication. It disturbs CPS component 

synchronization and fails the physical system. In a replay attack [24] attackers capture genuine MAC layer 

packets and later replay these packets to mislead the system. It leads to illegal action and control of CPS by 

attackers. In an injection attack [25] the attackers manipulate CPS component behavior by injecting 

malicious packets into the MAC layer. It leads to threats to safety and damage to the equipment.  

For example, forged sensor reading. In an eavesdropping attack [26] without being detected attackers can 

passively monitor CPS communication and gather sensitive details. These details help an attacker to gain 

unlawful CPS access with further minute details of key management attacks [27] the attacker can gain CPS 

component access by exploiting vulnerabilities in key management protocol. This key can be used to decrypt 

protected CPS communication that breaches CPS confidentiality and integrity. 

Summary of literature findings: The detailed literature survey concludes that the MAC layer attack 

disturbs the continuity of CPS operation and coordination between CPS devices on the execution layer and 

control layer. The MAC layer attacks such as DoS, network scanning, and brute force attacks are major 

disruptions to CPS security. A symmetric algorithm can compromise the keys of encryption during the 

transmission. An asymmetric algorithm can slow the data transmission. Existing encryption standards have 

some drawbacks such as latency in communication, low throughput, missing authentication of 

communication, and high power consumption. A combination of symmetric and asymmetric algorithms 

(modified encryption) is a better way to secure CPS. A modified encryption standard is needed to have, 

 Less processing power, minimum delay, high throughput, and resource-constrained hardware. 

 Maintain coordination between the CPS devices during real-time processing of CPS. 

Motivation for research, most of the researchers have designed authentication schemes [9], [21], 

[28], [29] to address the security of machine-to-machine (M2M) communication in CPS against particular 

attacks. Also, many of the schemes are heavy to implement in the embedded system of CPS which lessens 

the throughput of the system, increases the end-to-end delay during the communication, and causes poor 

latency. Hence, there is a need for a security algorithm to enhance the security of CPS against multiple cyber-

attacks. It should have high throughput, enough security level, low encryption and decryption time, and less 

size of encrypted data. With this motivation, this research work has designed a new encryption scheme for 

the security of M2M communication in CPS. 

 

 

2. METHOD 

This section explains the need for a modified encryption algorithm. The smart health monitoring 

system. And the AESGNRSA algorithm with its flowchart. 

 

2.1.  Need for the modified encryption algorithm 

In 2001, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) started using the AES with the 

Rijndael algorithm as a federal information processing standard (FIPS). AES proved as most flexible, secure, 

and fast algorithm [30]. RSA algorithm has the smallest computing power impact that improves the network 

transmission effect. It maintains link-bearing capacity by improving the resource utilization rate [31]. 

AES is a symmetric key algorithm. Hence, the sender and receiver need the same key during the 

encryption and decryption of data respectively. During this key transmission, the attacker can recover the key 

through an MITM attack on AES. RSA is a relatively slow algorithm. Hence, it can’t be used to encrypt user 

data in many practical applications. Hence, this research uses the RSA algorithm to encrypt the key generated 

by AES. AES algorithm prone to brute force attack. It also has authentication issues. Hence, this research 

uses the AES algorithm in galois counter mode (GCM) to increase data authenticity and authentication.  

The random number in the form of the nonce is added to the AES encrypted cipher text to prevent replay 

attacks. The security enhancement of CPS depends on various factors. The encryption algorithm used to 
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encrypt the CPS data should have a small size of cipher text, high encryption and decryption speed, less 

encryption and decryption time, and an appropriate security level. 

 

2.2.  Smart health monitoring system 

To implement the AESGNRSA algorithm this research has considered a use case of a smart health 

monitoring system as shown in Figure 1. In this system, the bed equipped with various sensors is placed in 

health care centers in rural areas. The temperature sensor, heartbeat sensor, perfusion index (PI) sensor, 

oxygen level monitoring (SpO2) sensor, and weight measuring sensor are connected to the bed. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Smart health monitoring system 

 

 

Server 1 is located in the health care center. It collects the health details of the patient in the form of 

sensor readings. Server 2 is located at a remote location which saves the data of server 1 in the form of 

various indexes. Server 3 is used to search the data and create dashboards to monitor the health details of the 

patient. At server 3 smart health monitoring dashboard is created using splunk enterprise 9.1.0.2.  

This dashboard has three panels. Panel 1 contains the basic details of the patient including a patient name, 

gender, age, contact number, e-mail ID, medical history, and present health issues for the patient. Panel 2 

contains the physical body parameters of the patient which include height, weight, body mass index, heart 

rate in beats per minute, body oxygen level in percentage, perfusion index in percentage, body temperature in 

Fahrenheit, and blood sugar level in mg per dl. The CPS threat detection dashboard is created at server 3. 

This dashboard has three panels. Panel 1 monitors the DoS attack attempt in the last 1-minute duration, Panel 

2 detects the CPS component and port scan in the last 1 hour, and Panel 3 detects brute force attack in the last 

24 hours. 

 

2.3.  AESGNRSA algorithm 

This research has developed an algorithm named AESGNRSA. This algorithm uses AES in GCM. 

The CPS data is encrypted using the AES key. The AES key is encrypted by the RSA algorithm. The nonce 

is added to the encrypted AES cipher text. Features of the modified encryption algorithm AESGNRSA are: 

 AES-GCM is a block cipher mode of operation that provides high speed of authenticated encryption and 

integrity. Hence, it can prevent attacks such as brute force attacks, dictionary attacks, password spray, 

rainbow table attacks, pass-the-hash attacks, pass-the-ticket attacks, silver ticket exploits, golden ticket 

exploits, credential stuffing, and skeleton keys attacks. 

 Nonce is a random or pseudo-random number issued in an authentication protocol to ensure that old 

communications cannot be reused in any cyber-attack. Hence, it can prevent replay attacks. 

Encryption of AES key by RSA algorithm reduces the risk of symmetric key management during the sharing. 

Hence, it can prevent MITM, false data injection, and sparse attacks. The Splunk tool is used to remotely 

monitor DoS attacks (disturbs availability), brute force attacks (disturbs confidentiality), and port scanning 

attacks (disturbs integrity). 

 

2.4.  Flowchart of AESGNRSA algorithm 

The flowchart in Figure 2 divides the process of the AESGNRSA algorithm into 5 steps: 

 RSA key generation - the RSA public and private keys are generated. A cipher object instance for RSA 

is created using the public key. 

 AES key generation and key encryption - a 128-bit AES key is created and encrypted by RSA public 

key. 

 CPS data encryption by AES - the AES encrypts the CPS data and adds nonce to cipher text. 
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 Decryption process - the cipher object instance for RSA is created using RSA private key. The AES key 

is decrypted by the RSA private key. 

 Decrypt ciphertext - the CPS data is decrypted by AES. And print the performance parameters. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Flowchart of AESGNRSA algorithm 

 

 

2.5.  Modelling of AESGNRSA algorithm with Pseudocode 

Key Generation by RSA and AES; 

 RSA Key Generation: Generate two large prime numbers, p and q. 

Compute n = p * q and φ(n) = (p-1)(q-1). Where φ(n) = Euler’s quotient function 

Choose a public exponent e such that 1 < e < φ(n) and e is coprime with φ(n).  

Calculate the private exponent d such that d ≡ e⁻¹ (mod φ(n)). 

The public key is (e, n) and the private key is (d, n). 

- AES Key Generation: Generate a random symmetric key of appropriate length (128 bits). 

- AES Key Exchange: The public key (e, n) is shared for encryption. The private key (d, n) is kept secret 

for decryption. 

- AES Encryption: The sender uses AES to encrypt the data with the randomly generated symmetric key. 

The symmetric key is encrypted with the recipient's RSA public key (e, n). 

Pseudocode: 

AES_key = GenerateRandomAESKey() 

ciphertext = AES_Encrypt(plaintext, AES_key) + nonce 

RSA_encrypted_key = RSA_Encrypt(AES_key, RSA_public_key) 

- AES Decryption: The receiver uses his RSA private key (d, n) to decrypt the AES key. 

The receiver then uses the decrypted AES key to decrypt the ciphertext. 

Pseudocode: 

AES_key = RSA_Decrypt(RSA_encrypted_key, RSA_private_key)  

Plaintext = AES_Decrypt(ciphertext, AES_key) 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

This section elaborates software and hardware used in the smart health monitoring system, and the 

implementation of the AESGNRSA algorithm. Data collected by smart health monitoring system.  

The encryption-decryption time, encrypted file size, and encryption-decryption throughput are calculated by 

the AESGNRSA algorithm and compared with the existing research results of other researchers. 
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3.1.  Software and hardware used 

The AESGNRSA algorithm is created using Python 3. Dashboards and alerts of smart medical 

systems are created using Splunk 9.1.0.2. All three CPS servers have 16 GB RAM and a 3 GHz clock speed. 

 

3.2.  Data collection method 

This system has created and used various .csv files which contain patient data. This data includes the 

patient’s name, gender, age, contact details with email ID, medical history, and present health issues. Table 1 

given below shows the number of patients concerning the size of the file. 
 
 

Table 1. Patient data for various file sizes 
File size (KB) Number of patients File size (MB) Number of patients 

32 199 1.19 8,329 

64 434 3.57 25,289 

128 884 7.14 50,468 

256 1,739 10.7 75,629 

512 3,489 17.8 125,814 

1,024 7,004 21.4 151,889 

2,048 14,159   

4,096 28,318   

 

 

3.3.  Encryption time of algorithm 

The time required to encrypt the plaintext data using an encryption algorithm is called encryption 

time. The encryption time (in nanoseconds) should be as small as possible. As shown in Table 2, the 

AESGNRSA algorithm takes the least time to encrypt the data as compared to other similar encryption 

algorithms. 
 
 

Table 2. Encryption time in nanoseconds 
Plaintext 

size (KB) 

AESGNRSA Ref 16 Ref 18 

AES + RSA Twofish + RSA AES + Elgamal Twofish RSA + Blowfish 

32 60,600 37,24,59,621 45,44,527 2,28,97,995 14,63,712 90,47,797 

64 97,000 47,76,03,056 89,38,838 2,61,82,346 41,40,075 1,22,03,366 

128 1,65,900 50,19,21,935 1,56,17,402 3,23,77,061 56,25,297 1,35,55,651 

256 4,17,000 52,99,11,194 3,06,01,857 4,75,97,261 1,00,12,910 1,42,40,434 

512 7,76,600 57,03,62,261 4,97,84,217 6,88,21,938 2,00,01,135 2,98,86,045 

1,024 16,87,500 57,10,26,941 11,33,60,689 10,23,85,356 4,21,06,688 4,08,55,251 

2,048 34,71,900 58,82,99,138 22,36,62,075 13,92,74,046 8,19,08,320 4,39,79,084 

4,096 67,32,000 68,61,85,029 40,44,10,673 24,77,89,014 18,31,73,897 6,35,42,269 

 

 

3.4.  Decryption time of algorithm 

The time required to decrypt the plaintext data using a decryption algorithm is called decryption 

time. The decryption time (in nanoseconds) should be as small as possible. As shown in Table 3, the 

AESGNRSA algorithm takes the least time to decrypt the data as compared to other similar encryption 

algorithms. 
 

 

Table 3. Decryption time in nanoseconds 
Plaintext size (KB) AESGNRSA Ref 16 Twofish Ref 18 RSA + Blowfish 

32 87,600 17,58,853 18,81,211 

64 87,800 32,35,260 21,89,046 

128 1,30,400 47,45,870 50,57,937 

256 4,12,700 2,17,30,722 93,45,405 

512 8,05,000 1,84,26,348 1,81,16,046 

1,024 14,46,300 4,42,81,630 2,56,66,278 

2,048 27,07,300 12,94,39,314 4,44,15,486 

4,096 54,21,600 17,65,83,136 4,44,15,486 

 

 

3.5.  Encrypted file size 

The file created after encryption is called an encrypted file or cipher text. The encrypted file should 

be as small as possible. As shown in Table 4, the encrypted file size (in bytes) of the AESGNRSA algorithm 

is the smallest as compared to other similar encryption algorithms. 
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Table 4. Encrypted file size in bytes 
Plaintext size (kb) AESGNRSA Ref 16 Twofish  Ref 18 RSA+Blowfish  Ref 18 RSA+AES  

32 32,179 65,440 59,355 31,744 

64 64,725 1,30,848 1,18,428 65,536 

128 1,30,942 2,61,696 2,37,417 1,31,072 

256 2,61,366 5,23,392 4,77,370 2,62,144 

512 5,23,755 10,46,752 9,51,418 5,24,288 

1,024 10,48,137 20,96,928 18,98,922 10,48,576 

2,048 20,96,902 41,93,856 38,13,804 20,97,152 

4,096 41,93,468 83,87,712 76,24,638 41,94,304 

 

 

3.6.  Encryption throughput 

The speed of data encryption is called encryption throughput. The encryption throughput should be 

as large as possible. Table 5 shows the encryption throughput of various encryption algorithms in MB/Sec. 

The AESGNRSA algorithm has the highest encryption throughput as compared to other similar encryption 

algorithms. 

 

 

Table 5. Encryption throughput in megabytes/second 

Plaintext size (KB/MB) AESGNRSA 
Ref 13 

RSA  AES  Hybrid (AES+RSA)  

32KB 506 - - - 

64KB 636 - - - 

128KB 752 - - - 

256KB 597 - - - 

512KB 643 - - - 
1,024KB 592 - - - 
2,048KB 575 - - - 
4,096KB 594 - - - 
1.19MB 490 15.112 0.158 1.685 

3.57MB 679 45.528 0.506 2.072 

7.14MB 620 82.409 1.074 2.111 

10.7MB 644 132.295 1.419 2.831 

17.8MB 641 172.516 2.303 3.495 

21.4MB 650 186.969 2.565 3.547 

 

 

3.7.  Decryption throughput 

The speed of data decryption is called decryption throughput. The decryption throughput should be 

as large as possible. Table 6 shows the decryption throughput of various algorithms in MB/Sec. As shown in 

Table 6, the AESGNRSA algorithm has the highest decryption throughput as compared to other similar 

encryption algorithms. 

 

 

Table 6. Decryption throughput in megabytes/second 

Plaintext size (KB/MB) AESGNRSA 
Ref 13 

RSA  AES  Hybrid (AES + RSA)  

32KB 350 - - - 

64KB 703 - - - 

128KB 957 - - - 

256KB 603 - - - 

512KB 620 - - - 

1024KB 691 - - - 

2048KB 738 - - - 

4096KB 737 - - - 

1.19MB 667 21.595 0.167 18.387 

3.57MB 646 77.725 0.488 19.119 

7.14MB 695 139.264 0.996 18.425 

10.7MB 667 205.924 1.291 20.981 

17.8MB 678 260.857 2.654 21.615 

21.4MB 640 300.607 2.896 27.676 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this research, all possible cyber-attacks on CPS have been studied and it is found that MAC layer 

attacks are most disruptive for CPS security. Hence, this research mainly concentrated on mitigating MAC 
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layer attacks by the AESGNRSA algorithm. The CPS framework for smart healthcare system is designed. 

This system monitors the health of remotely located patients using three wireless interconnected servers,  

a dashboard, and alerts. This research has developed a modified encryption technique named the 

AESGNRSA algorithm. This algorithm is implemented on a smart health monitoring system and five 

performance parameters such as encryption time, decryption time, encrypted file size, encryption throughput, 

and decryption throughput are measured. These parameters are measured using the AESGNRSA algorithm 

and compared with existing algorithms. The AESGNRSA algorithm has encryption time of 149.30, 24.15, 

377.85, 74.99, and 6146.20 times lesser than RSA+Blowfish, Twofish, AES+Elgamal, Twofish+RSA, and 

AES+RSA algorithms respectively. The AESGNRSA algorithm has a decryption time of 21.47 and 20.08 

times less than the RSA+Blowfish and Twofish algorithms respectively. The AESGNRSA algorithm has an 

encrypted file size that is 0.99 times higher than the AES+RSA algorithm. It is lower than 1.84 and  

2.03 times RSA+Blowfish and Twofish algorithm respectively. The AESGNRSA algorithms have encryption 

throughputs 290.80, 3101.27, and 32.42 times higher than AES+RSA, AES algorithm, and RSA algorithm 

respectively. The AESGNRSA algorithms have decryption throughputs 36.28, 3994.01, and 30.89 times 

higher than AES+RSA, AES algorithm, and RSA algorithm respectively. It can be concluded that the 

AESGNRSA algorithm has the lowest encryption and decryption time, the smallest size of cipher text, and 

the highest encryption and decryption throughput as compared to other similar algorithms. This system has 

real-time threat detection capability. Hence, the overall security of CPS has improved with the use of the 

AESGNRSA algorithm as compared to other existing algorithms. The AESGNRSA algorithm can be used in 

applications such as smart transportation, smart grid, smart manufacturing, and smart water networks.  

This algorithm can be further extended to predict the cyber-attacks based on behavioral analysis of CPS.  

This research has focused on DoS, brute force, and network and port scan detection attacks.  

The AESGNRSA algorithm needs to be tested against other cyber-attacks. 
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